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m v m m m m to m% ? m w m
In a large lumber of American high schools, courses tit journalism
hmm. come to be accepted ar a traditional part of the curriculum,
Despite the widespread inclusion, of this class in secondary school
schedules, little has been done to determine' just what is being taught,
how it is being taught, hew course material has evolved over the years,
or even whether or not a course designated njournalism** should be offered
in: the high school program*
I#

am fmmm

Statement of ■fee problem* During the past four decades the widow
spread development of radio, television, and motion pictures has caused
leading professional journalists m d journalism educators on the college
level to evolve a broader concept of journalism. Traditionally,
journalism involved only the preparation of news material for
presentation -in newspapers •and magazines*

In more recent years

journalism h m come be m e m the dissemination of information through any
of the media of mass coamnmication*
Many of the senior high schools in Virginia offer journalism
courses*

It was the purpose of this study to determine to what degree,

if any, these school© have expanded their course offerings to embrace
the broader concept of journalism now held-by leading professional

I
I m m i l i l s and college journalism educators*
This res©archer mmitBd tfo® iiifiression that mmw h i # school
journalism courses- offered in Virginia. m m m m IhemeaXves p*%m&itj with
the production of a school newspaper and the teaching of writing techniques
and treat the commercial media lightly, if at all*

It was therefore

hypothesised that high school journalism courses in Virginia are concerned
only with-- th© production of high school publications and- th© teaching of
writing: techniques and are much narrow#r in scope than journalism as
conceived by professional journalists and college journalism educators*
Importance of the study* fhe population of the United States
continue# to grew' at m ever*acceieratini pace* 'Matched with the growth
©f population density is the trend toward bigness in instruments of
government and business * the inevitable result is an increasing
remoteness between the typical oitisen and th© managers of governmental
m d industrial operations* M this process continues, it is increasingly
the task of th© mass' media of comunieation to bridge Hi© gap 4* to
substitute useful and intelligent imes communication for the informal
personal eomiminieation that formerly flourished between the citizen
and. hi# local legislator or neighborhood grocer*
It is through a journalism class that the high, school student
might reasonably be sip-ected to have his most direct contact with a
serious study of the mass media and th# role they play in his life-.* I#
high school journalism filling this need? Ibis study was dedicated to an.

atieipi to find -at least the starting point,far forming -m m m m to this
« p e s tlo n ,

n f

m / m m j o m of m m

osm

In tfciathesis, Mia- t o m **'jotmsellsi# is used to refer
to the branch of mass communication that deals with the preparation and
presentation of news and editorial. Material throng the m m media,

It

is distinguished fro® the business -and mechanical aspects of mss
communication,which,
purest sense,

while allied fields, are not journalism inlit

the term wjournalism11 is need also in referring to courses

of stndgr dealing with journalism and its allied field#,
Mass Communieatioru the tern S,mass oormmnication^ Is used to
refer to that field of endeavor which deals with the dlspeisaini of any
message for m y purpose by any means to large umbers of people who have
m direct' fac#*to*fac# contact with the comnanicators.

It' is used

primarily in referring collectively to newspapers, magazines, books,
radio,.television, and motion picture#,.
ffess Media, The berm %aas media11 is used to refer collectively
to the actual channels employed in the accomplishment of mass
communication* khen the term nm&ss coamanication1* is meed to refer to
these channels. It is Interchangeable with.the term nmm$ media'll*
1ewer ■Media, the term f,newer media1* ia used to. refer to radio,

u
television, and motion pictures, m distinguished from printed materials*
Senior til# $ohool and High .School* The terms **senior high school1*
and nfct# stcboolv ere used %q refer be schools having a terminal program
of instruction leading to a. high school diploma*

Grades below grade

nlm are not included in 'this definition,, nor are Junior h i # schools
included, even if they offer programs on the grad#- ntm level or- above*
in*

oiiaft&wxai'
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Following a review- of pertinent literature, the method of
procedure is detailed from the original drafting of instruments through
the conduct of the survey* Findings are detailed for each item in the
instruments* After drawing conclusions, the researcher suggests areas
of needed research and comments on what implications the findings of this
study -may ba m for Journalism on 'the high school level*

m m m

mum

of

xi

tmb. 1*1m u m s

the hypothesis of this study assumes a broad conception of
Journalism on the part of professional journalists and college journalism
educators* Bo the 'writings of such persons' indicate such a broad' view?
If so, when -did this broad,, or more modern, concept of journalism become
apparent in professional writings? literature- was reviewed to determine
answers to these questions*
i*

tmmAtwm scmcass v m w m

literature reviewed for this study came from books and periodical
articles* Materials reviewed included items from the libraries of the
College of William and Mary,. Old Dominion College, and Oradock High
School, Portsmouth, Virginia, the Chesapeake Public library, Chesapeake,
Virginia, and the researcher1a private collection*
Soon after tie study began, it. became apparent that there was- a
singular shortage of reports of actual research dealing with journalism
education, particularly on the hi# school level* A survey of major
research and professional journals in education and in journalism for as
far' back as 1930 revealed many articles stating the personal opinions of
their authors, a f m reporting new techniques proposed or in. progress,,
but only a scant handful indicating true research into the actual 'content
of journalism courses*

Consequently, it was necessary to limit the review

-6
of literature practically to consideration of trends- as indicated by wfe&t
writers in bh# field bats

bmn adro-cating in recant' years.

iu ftmmm mm vmmmm nmmm
Before proceeding with consideration of recent developments, it
might fee helpful to trace briefly the history of journalism. In the high
school and mention.-what has traditionally been included in the course of
.study*

newspapers and other periodicals were published by high schools in
the United States for nearly a century before regular Journalism
instruction was- instituted# As early as 1829 -the Boston labia Grammar
School published the literary Journal* cow considered to hare bm n the
first high school newspaper in the United 'States, in the early decades
of thim century, school officials and teachers began to see 'the value In
haring a journalism class to teach writing techniques and produce the
school paper* In JjlB Miss Sera Colbee, a teacher in, Salim* Kansas,
introduced the first known high- school journalism class.3*'
Traditionally* the h i # school, journalism course has been an.
adjunct of the English department* Its task, has been duals the production
of the school newspaper and the teaching of writing -md editing technique.

1
Alan Scott*.
Information Regarding High School Journalism**1
School Activities.
Iferefc I960*
o
0.' Reddick, Journalism and the School Paper (Boston* 0* C.
Heath and Company, 191*1), p i T l S 3 t "
******
•

A question at this point, might he, have the withers in the field of
journalism education felt that this dual purpose has been adequate to
complete the curriculum of hi# school journalism^’
tteetpitm the fact that radio and motion.' pictures reached a hi#
level of development during' the first four decades of this century, high,
school journalism apparently chose virtually to ignore them* As late

m

1939 %@are and L&wshe, in their textbook H|.gh*Bohool Journalism, demoted
their entire work to techniques of .producing a hi# school publication

md mdm no mention of other' media.3

in fact-, the first

iMportmt

m £ @ m m e to' media other than newspapers is found in an article published
in 192# by ingle- Louise Boyle, a teacher of' journalism in hi# school and
college*. She viewed h i # school journalism as primarily m

introductory'

technique survey for those wishing to enter- the profession-, and she .made
reference to- radio journalism as an important part of the course material
to be covered*^
It 1b in

let# fifties that w» find the newer media being given

serious consideration by a number of authors« A radical change in the
approach to mss

eommmiowtim instruction

in the hi# school was called

for in 1958 by ¥11110®. 0* Boutwell* He suggested that a new course be

1

Harold Bpe&rs md 0.H* Lawehe, Jr., i|#»Sehoel Journalism
(Hew forks- The Macmillan Company, 1939)#
....
%egie Louise Boyle,- ^Devising a Journalism Curriculum,*1 English
Journal, 36*188*.91, April 191#*

8
offered entitled ^Comparative Communfeation.rt It would survey all of the
major media md their functions. 'iewever, he bemoaned the lark of
textbooks and curriculum outlines for such an offering.**
Hebert M* Lewtn went a step further in I960* lather than offer

mass media instruction to a small group of students m. an eleotira, Xewln
would bring all students into the program by replacing the traditional" :
senior English course with a new high school course which would be called,
^OommimicatiGn arid the CommunicatioB Arts.** ^-Students may soon (if they
do not- already) learn more outside the classroom «• through the 'mass media
of television* radio, newspapers, motion pictures, periodicals, S M
paperback books- - than they learn during school hours,*1 says Xewiti* irfo
■understand, to analyse, to -consider these messages 'to which all are
exposed,’1 fe© adds,’’requires a better knowledge of the communication
process itself and of the communication arts.1* His course would
©mphasiae the ways fey which the student could employ -an understanding
■of the mass media and the communication process in achieving the ability1

to- comunicate bettor,

tewin .also notes the lack of adequate text

materials but collates his article with the inclusion of a suggested
course outline.^ ft was interesting to not© his failure to consider
mass media instruction as either1a survey for prospective journalists or

D* Boutwell, ’’Education for'the Age of Gaamunic&tion,#
Journal, ii7;l30, March If$6*
6
Robert
hewin, ttA Course in ■Communication for High School
Seniors,1*' English Journal. h$s108*4$, February I960*

f

& means of producing the hi#* school newspaper*
A Still newer reference finds diaries 1* lev! and lloyd inffine
suggesting that the study of the -mass media weald broaden the high school
Snglism curriculiM to better serve students, particularly those not
eollega*bcund* They would teach media functions and ©valuation, father*
vSiat is needed is a concentrated, all-out study of the mms
madia* ^preached i m m tho paint of view that thin material, in
the way the English class subject 'matter is applied and confronted
by the majority of the adult® in the modern American society*’
An. interesting development is found In Sari 0* Miller1& Modern
Journalism, a high school textbook used widely in Virginia*

His

%$$$

edition CQncerned itself almost entirely with writing and editing the
high school publication* However, the 1£62 revision contains m entire
g
section on the broad field of m m communication*
It should be noted at this point that the more m m ® % writings,
particularly those by lewin, levi, and Huffine, previously mentioned,
isply that the newer approaches to high school journalism and mass
oeimsamieaMoh curricula would incorporate a social science function
along with the effort to improve language communication* It would 'be
difficult be study the mm® media without reference to the role they
play in society*

7

Charles f# ievi and Lloyd Huffinc., flVe Can’t Ignore the Mass
Media,1* %gllsh Journal, £1:56044, November'-1962*
A

’1

Carl 0* Miller, Modern Journalism (Mm TorktHsnry Molt m d
Company, 195£) and '{lew forks HoHTlHeHart and Winston, Inc*, 1962,
rev* ed»)

Should journalism serve a social science function^ If so, research
is needed to determine how well journalism Is serving such a need*

i n * mmmmms mm m m m m wrnmm
From the literature reviewed and reported, above, it may be
concluded that (1) the majority of writers In the field of journalism
education during the past twentyvflwe years have called for a broadening
of course offerings- on the high school level to Include the newer forms
of the mass media and (2) that insufficient evidence exists on: the- basis
of the literature reviewed to conclude that study of the newer forms of
the mass media hm been included in actual classroom practice in any
signlfleant number of hi# schools*

■omtm m
m m ® 0F m x m m
A deeoripbive study was -conducted of the journalism courses
offered, to Virginia public senior h i # schools. All swob hi# •schools
offering such a course were surveyed through a questionnaire directed
to journalism teachers*

to- proride a check on the validity and

reliability of the instrument ■and to provide greater depth of information.,
a. random ©ample was chosen comprising twenty per cent of the surveyed
schools*

the researcher made personal contacts with the sample teachers

■and interviewed' them*

Bata was gathered from the returned questionnaires

and from the Interview#.

in some instances., journalism classes m m

observed in session*
I.

m m m m m xrn m r x x m m of i s f i »

An instrument was designed that could serve- both as a
questionnaire and m m interview schedule.

Items were designed m

that responses would indicate the major topics of material being offered
in journalism classes and would indicate the respondents1 attitude#
toward journalism. Instruction, in. general*
The original draft of -the instrument (Appendix 8) "was- presented
$■-<

J
collese of Wli

s
<

to the researcherfs graduate .advisor and to a graduate class in the
School of Education at the College of William and Mery for suggested
refinements.

These suggestions were employed in the preparation of the

final draft of the testament- (Appendix Q) *
to test the 'validity and reliability of tee instrument, ecpies
were sent .as questionnaires b© the four senior hi# schools In Chesapeake,
Virginia, listed, by tee Virginia. Bepartment of Public Instruction as
offering jonrnsliam classes*

All four schools responded in tele pilot

study, and the researcher determined from their responses that no changes

m m necessary in the Instrument*
ii*

mM&ttos of m w m $ m m m aib i m m n m samfu

The Virginia B^artment of 'Public Instruction furnished a list 5
showing those, schools with teachers .conducting journalism classes during
tee X9&2-63 school year*

Only public schools were listed.

Sixty-five

schools, rough3y ■one-sixth of tee public senior hi# schools te tee
state, were ■listed, as ..offering the subject*
The sixty-five schools.to be surveyed were stratified by school
enrollment sice. The rest-archer chose to use tee .enrollment categories •
employed by tee Virginia Hi# School league, that is, Group 1-A being
schools of 1000 or more students, Group 1-B being tecs# 'with. SOD to 999
students. Group t being those with 250 to 999 students, and Group 3
being those with an ©nrollment of less tern 150*. Only students in grades
nine through twelve were counted in this, process of classification#.
The source' of enrollment information was the .Annual Report of the
•'Virginia Superintendent of Public- Instruction for 1960*61*
Feeling that a selection of 20 per cent of the schools to be

13
surveyed through questionnaires would produce a significant interview
sample, the researcher chose a random sample with 4 number of 13*

A

sample proportionate to the total population of' the survey was chosen
for each enrollment group, m that the sample would be stratified in the
sane manner as the survey population*
.The interview sample chosen was Independent of the returned
questionnaires*
111* OGMSOOT OF M S

q&smQmt3S& mtf&t

A cover letter was. mimeographed and- addressed to the principal of
each of the survey schools (Appendix 0). the letter requested the
principal to ask his journalism teacher to complete and return the
mimeographed questionnaire • Accompanying the cover letter was a copy of
the questionnaire, a stamped return -envelope, and a form which could be
completed if the principal or .the teacher wished a copy of an abstract
of the completed-study*
To encourage frankness of response, the respondents: were not
required to place their' names or the names- of their- schools on the
questionnaire. So that the returned questionnaires could be stratified
by enrollment .group, the researcher clipped off a given number of cornersof one-page of each questionnaire according to a code that would indicate
group size*
Three weeks after the mailing of the questionnaires, postal cards

w ere s e n t m

rem in d ers t o t h o s e te a c h e r s who had n e t resp on d ed (A ppendix B)

- a i w u t of

mmrn.

A letter was written to the journalism teacher at each of the
. s p o o l s i n t h e in t e r v ie w s im p le m en tio n in g t h e d a te and t h e approxim ate

time- the-researcher would 'fee in the vicinity of the school and requesting
4.portion: of the teacher;fe time (Appendix F)* These schools were- in.
■widely scattered locations, requiring the researcher to travel more than
t h e I n te r v ie w s #

Bad mere time been evaiiafel# to the researcher, h* weuM have
tited to visit each school while the journalism class was in progress*
possible', however,; in connection with only two of the interviews:,

It had been the r@semrahtf:ls intention i# personally- visit each
of-the interview schools* However, in the case of the two schools
closest to the researcher;fs home, the 19&k Spring holidays fell at the
ti©$ that had. been established for- the- Internets* At the teachers at
these two vacationing schools had returned detailed questionnaires, the
researcher engaged them In lengthy telephone conversations rather than
delay tabulation of final data*
The interview schedule was identical to the questionnaire*
■After acbalnistering the mimeographed portion of the schedule, however,,
the fesetrobsr asked one additional question? nBo f m feel instruction in
the preparation of ■material for use In radio, television, or motion

pictured, has a place in yeuy journalism program!1* Mis question w m

asked last and was not printed on the schedule because the researcher
felt he would receive more honest responses leading to data concerning
'the place, if 'any, of the newer media in the respondents * programs if
the respondents did not know that this particular area of information was
being sought*
if the person being interviewed previously had returned a
questionnaire, the researcher went over this questionnaire,-and gathered
more detailed information for the various items, rather than -asking the
respondent to complete M e form again*
?*

of < m $ n a m i m i f f *

Data -as to percentage of questionnaire return Is presented in
fable 1* It will..be noted that- the total, percentage of return in the
questionnaire survey was 83 per cent* This includes those interviewed,
who had not returned questionnaires at the time- the researcher visited
their schools* Ten of the schools surveyed returned the information that
they did not offer- journalism. Either they had dropped the course after
last year or they had been listed, erroneously in- the State Apartment
list* Bata from M e schools who indicated they were.not offering the
course m s not included in M e statistical reports of findings* Their
comments were noted, however, and mm- used in the preparation of
■conclusions, if pertinent*
There was little difference -in percentage of return according to

tmm i
mmmfMM m wmzimmwm m m m

total

l»Ai~

Ho* surveyed

6$

31

Wo* returned offering
'journalism

hk

21

% returned offering
journalism

6m

n

total returned# including
those who m longer
offered course
a
Total % returned,.
including those who mo
longer offered course

63*

u

9

2*

1#

w

a

?

u

m

60

So-

26

10

XI

?

at*

n

73

88

^Enrollment gmipiiigs of schools (grades 9*12}i
1-A l O W or mom students
1~B 600-999 students
a .m o - m Students
3 less than t$0 students

school, slss* the range m » from 91 per cent return fro® Group 1*B
schools to ?3 per ©out return .from Group t schools*

SlHEttUQS
It having been established through the review of literature that
professional Journalists and journalim educators have been substantially
in agreement in. their writings since the late 1950*s that h i # school,
journalism should be broadened to include the newer media, the researcher
will proceed to report findings of this study which relate to the
hypothesis that firgiiiia public s@ni.or hi# schools ham not so expanded
their course offerings*

i. QhisfKWiiii

m m wmms m t M m m

m?a

As the researcher observed no difference in the basic data
gathered by the interview schedule as contrasted with the questionnaire,
statistical, information as to responses has not been segregated as to
the means 'by which it was gathered,.* however, as the spontaneous emrnmW
of those interviewed were enlightening, they will. be. reported where
pertinent*

11* riMMi-m

ftm t m w m z m m m m u s r n m m n m s

Item Qggi In yjpar pinion* why does yoitr school offer Journalism?
is presented in fable II, data iMieutea that two primary reasons for
offering their course predominate in the minds of the respondents.
Fifty-two per cent indicated training for production of a school

trnm n
itSSMCPS TO OUBST N», **W
oGhOCL JFrER

Responses /

Totals
No. %

DOSS TO®

1*A&
No* 1

1«B*
No* %

Heu 35

3#
He>* $

2*

fo provide training -for
school publication

23 5 »

llr;2^3

5

56

k m

3 75

To teach precise*
effective writing

21 1*8

10 U5

6 6?

t m

3 75

To encourage entry into
the profession of
Journalism

11. 25

k li

li !i5

1 n

2 50

To males better news*
paper readers

1' lh

3 H*

2 22

0

o

1 25

To provide an elective

6 Hi

1

5

1 11

2 22

2 50

To -offer a course for
students showing
writing talent

3

7

2

9

1 11

0

0

0

0

The course is demanded
by students

3

?

3 m

0

0

0

0

-0

0

To enrich the school’s
program

3

t

1

5

1 11

0

0

1

25

to help develop well*
rounded citisens

f

5

2

9

0

0

0

0

0

0

to teach the role of
newspaper in society

f

5

l

5

I 11

0

0

0

0

^Responses are worded by researcher to correspond most nearly with
teachers1 actual words# A response is not included unless mentioned by
at least two respondents*
#Mumber responding? TotaX«4iiif 1*A- (1000 or more students)-22, 1*B
(600*999 students)*9, 2 (250-599 students)-9, and 3 (less than 250
students }*!**
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publication as a reason for their school offering Journalism.

Second

most fequent3y mentioned reason was to teach precise* effective writing;
this response appearing 1*5 par cent of the time* The goal of encouraging
entry into the profession of journalism ran a poor third* showing up only
25 per cent of the time 4 these responses become more meaningful when
compared to responses for -items two and Four. -Any teacher who did not
list school newspaper training or effective writing under Item One
mentioned It somewhere in their responses be these other two items • In
other words*. 100 per cent of the respondents- see these two goals as
motivating factors- behind their journalism programs 4 these were not the
only items teachers mentioned, but others appeared with much less
frequency.
It will be noted that there was a tendency for larger schools to
list such reasons as H o make batter newspaper readers1* or H o teach the
role of the newspaper in society** This may indicate a broader conception
of reasons for offering the course in larger schools, but the researcher
hesitates to draw such a conclusion from available evidence.
Item fwoi list your objectives- for the course or coilrses in
journallam you are teaching thlo year. Include hoped for changes in
student skills m attitudes, The researcher- had hoped respondents would
be more specific here as to detailed objectives. However, as Table- 111'
indicates, the responses seemed to be of the saw© general sort as the
responses in Item One.

t m m in
RESPOtfflElffiS' JOBESAtlSB COOR88 OBJECtlWSS
To.teach students*/

total#
HO, %

1«*A#
No, $

X*B»
Ho. g

2#
!Icu %

3#
N© • <

18

5 56

X 25

To write concisely'

m

m

15 68

t

The facets of newspaper
wortt

n

61

%$ 68

? 78

3

To read newspaper
critically

13 m

1 If

3 :>33

1 11

2 50

2 n

2 22

0

0

33

2

50

fo. understand the
importance of a free
press

9 21

% 23

fo develop clear,
logical' thinking

8 18

6

21

1 11

X 11

0

0

Responsibility and
tolerance

? 16

1

s

3 33

3 33

0

0

fo follow- journalism
as a -career

6 Hi

2

9

t 22

1 11

1 IS

5 11

3

lh

0

2 12

0

An appreciation of the
public relations of the
school newspaper
5 11

1

1

2 22

1 m

The function of mass
eoramunieation in A
democracy

h

9

k 18

0

0

0

0

0

fo broaden their- view of
the world

3

7

2

1 11

0

0

0

0

fo meet and talk- with
people

3

1

3

0

v

t) 0

0

0

To read .'newspapers more
frequently

3

1

I

5

2 tt

0

0

0

0

fo help build school
spirit

2

5

0

0

1 11

1 11

0

0

fo evaluate any medium of
mass communication

9
m

0

1 a

0

0

0

21«A

Motes t r m fable 111
/Responses are worded by researcher to correspond'most nearly with
teachers1 actual words. A response is not included unless mentioned by
at least two respondents,
•^Number respondingi foial-U*, 1-A 1100©. or more students)-22, X~B
(600-999 students)-9, t (250*599 students )-9, .and 3 (less than 15©
students)*4«

Again we see the preponderance of the- seme two objectives that
detdnabed Item ©fee* In item Two, 61 per cent listed the objective of
teaching -students the facets of newspaper work. The objective of
teaching concise writing appeared, 6| per cent of the time.
It will fee noted, that the broader term nmass commriication1* shows
up in this item. .Eleven per cent mentioned the objective of teaching -the
ability to evaluate any medium of mass eo»Mmteatio%. .and 9 par cent
sought to teach the function of mass coriMunlcation in democracy, W©
assume here that the teacher, fey his choice of this particular" term,
really means mass eoismmigation In its broad, sense,, and not just
newspapers.
Item Three* At,your school., is journalism offered for a full ye.ar
credit or a half year credit? This item was included- to provide the
researcher with a means of .assessing' responses- to Item Four- and bears no
direct relation, to the substance- of the hypothesis.
Item four* Mat

the major areas of journalisminstruction you have

taught or plan, to teach. this year . Mtfer each enter the api^oklmate number
of .class
days you
will
spendor
have- spenton that
particular
topic*
<
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Unfortunately, few reapeMents took the time- to enter- the number of classdays spent m each topic in their responses.

Bata is reported in Table

If fey frequency of mention-.
Writing and .-editing^newspapers was mentioned fey 100- per cent of the
teachers as one of the major areas of instruction in their journalism

t m u 17

mm *

or

m&smmm in aBSH ^nm s1

1 0 « A L IS M CUS5BS

Topic/

Total#
Ho. %

1—A#
Ho. f
t

2#

1-B#
Ho. %

Ho. %

No,

3*

f

Writing and editing
newspapers

111; 100

22 100

9 100

9 100

It 100

Business aspects of
publications

117 39

6 27

3 33

6 6?

2 50

6 m

5 .56

0

1 25

11 25

5 23

I

i

a 18

3- lit

2 22

Ethics of journalism and
criticism of journalism T 16

k 18

■Surrey of functions and
operation of newspapers,
in
including production
History of journalism
Survey of mass media and
their role

0
n

0

0

3 33

0

0

3 33

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

56

Television and radio

h

9

ii 18

0

0

Material concerning
careers in journalism

k

9

1

I

1 11

2 22

0

0

Social influence of news
papers and propaganda
in general

h

9

1

5

a 22

1 11

0

0

/Responses are worded by researcher to correspond most nearly with
teachers1 actual words. 'A response is not included unless mentioned, by
at least two respondents*
^Number responding? Total-!!;, l^A (1000 or more students)-22 , 1-B
(600*999 students)-9, 2 (250-599 students)~99 and 3 (less than 250

students)-!;.

classes.

This is in keeping with the frequent appearance of this

function in their responses to items X and II, dealing with reasons and
objectives.

Second most frequent in mention was instruction concerning

the business aspects of producing a publication.
in the responses 39-per cent of the time*

This topic appeared

Its appearance represents no

real departure from the objective of training for producing a publication,
as advertising and circulation problems are an itegral part of most hi#
school publishing efforts.
In Item Four we find more concrete reference to the newer media.
Twenty-seven per cent of the respondents indicated that they survey the
mass media and their role. The choice of the term nmass media** would
indicate to the researcher that the teacher is thinking of more here
/■
than simply newspaper or other printed medial -Mils assumption is
supported heavily by responses to Item Eight,. concerning a definition
of journalism*

(In fact, five of the twelve who so responded in Item

Four specified radio and television in their responses,)
By combining frequency of response for groups 1-4 and 1-B' and
contrasting this with the frequency for the combined responses from groups.
2 and 3, we. find that teachers In the larger schools listed the newer
media 29 per cent of the time, while the percentage for the smaller groups
was 23 per cent. The small difference may not be significant, but in light
of the difference in background and attitudes of journalism teachers in
various -size schools, as revealed by responses in items nine through
twelve, the matter may call for further investigation.

25
•It is .interesting to note that 23 per cent of the teachers in
groups 1-A and 1-B schools offer instruction in ethics of Journalism and
criticism of the press, while this is mentioned by only one of the
teachers- in the smaller schools,

(’
This response from a teacher in a

smaller school was part of the respondent*© mention of survey material in
the. mass media and therefore is not shewn separately in fable XV*)
Ifem five: If you use printed course of study or course outline
for journalism, other,.than textbooks,. please enclose .a copy* ®nly two
respondents submitted courses of study, fhe information they provided
was no ■different from, that available from questionnaire or interview
responses.
Item 8ta Give title and author of textbook or textbooks you use
in your journalism courses. Many respondents listed more than one book,
usually indicating that all but one is used for reference and that one
particular' text Is distributed to the class,

fable ? indicates the

frequency with xdiieh a book was mentioned, regardless of whether it was
used only for reference, there appeared to .be no pattern as to reference
use, the book one teacher was using for a text another would be using
for reference.
The researcher was not familiar with all of the books ■mentioned*
However, he did familiarise himself with those most frequently mentioned.
Spears and Lawshe*s High School Journalism is the most widely used text,
showing up in 1*8 per cent of the responses. Second in line was Miller*a

TABU ?

nxmatB sins

bssb by w m m a m m tuts
cm. FOE REPESBSKGS

Textbook/

Spears and Xawshe, High
School Journalism

Total*
Ho. %

21 I18

Miller, Modem Journalism 12

22

m

1-A*
lie. %

i-B*
Ho. %

Wo. 4

3*
No. £

9 U1

7 n

ii hf>

1

25

8

3 33

I 11

0

0

1 11

3

71

36

teddiok, Journalism and
.the SohoiS ¥mer K

9 20

3 U

2

English and Each,
Scholastic Journalism

8 18

7

32

1 11

0

0

0

0

Mulligan .and Kildow,
Experiences in
Joimialism

6 lit

i

5

3' 33

1 11

1

25

Id text or workbook

h

9

t

9

0

0

2

St

0

0

Agnew, Tooays Journalism
For Todays EgSoIs"1
1
^

i*

9

1

I

1 11

3.

XX

% t$

Adams and Stratton,. Frees
Time
* J-

?

| Ut

O

O

post and Snodgrass, News
In -forint

3 ?

0 0

Mott, American Journalism

f g

%

S

0

22

0

0

0

2 22

0

0

X 2g

X .34

0

0

0

0

M textbook is not included unless mentioned by at least two
^Number responding? Total-4h, (1000 or more students)*22, 1-S
(600*999 students)*9, 2 (290-599 students)-9, and -5' (less than 250 students)

Modern

with a

per cent response • third and fourth were

Reddick's Journalism and the School Paper .and Bnglish and Hack's
Scholastic dourn&lisma with 20 per cent and 18. per cent* respectively*
The researcher has examined these four texts and has found they
have the- common characteristic of devoting themselves entirely to the
printed media.. In fact,., there is scant mention, of anything besides
high school newspapers• The only notable exception is Hiller's book*
The 1962 revised edition contains a chapter m the newer media | however,
the revised edition does not appear to be in general use in Virginia,, as
yet.

Unfortunately, _the most frequently used publication, Spears and

tawshe Vs book, is quite 'dated*, fh® researcher could find no record of
a revision since the widely-used 1939 original edition*
Item Sevent If j m were free of time., apace,, material., and
scheduling limitations, what changes would you make to toe Journalism
course or courses you are teaching? The most commonly mentioned desires
were for expanded classroom facilities, brighter students, a changed
course-work or newspaper ■staff organisation, or for other ch.an.ges that
bore no relation to the hypothesis*

However, lb is interesting bo note

that 1? per cent, scattered through the various enrollment groups, asked
for a more recent or more substantial textbook* It will be observed
that the question was open-end and made no mention of texts or other
teaching materials* Admittedly thou#, respondents may have been "set up"
for such a response by to# fact that this item followed Item Six, which
involved the textbooks*

One respondent mentioned toe desire to make field trips- be radio
and' television stations. Another would -like to produce a weekly radio
program as a class project. Seth of these respondents had mentioned toe
newer media in responding to Item Four-, the listing of major areas of
instruction*
'Atom

Check the definition of Journalism you feel is mptt

nearly correct* (Texts of definition choices are listed along with
response 'data for this item, in Table fI.) this item was designed.so that
toe four reepenseuohoiees would indicate ah increasingly broad conception
of journalism* The simplest definition, concerned tot,-writing and editing
of m m m for newspapers*, the broadest Included news, advertising, and
propaganda and concerned all. mass media*
to# broadest definition mis chosen by 70 per cent of toe teachers
responding, toer# was little different© in response for to© various
enrollment groups* B m p m m to tola item would tend to Indicate that
many of to© teachers had. a broader cohoeption.. of journalism themselves
than they practice., in the desigp&ing of to© course of study for their'
classes.
Item Mines What subjects -do you, or would you,.- most like to teach?
Data is reported in Table TOE by first and second- choices* journalism
was to® first teaching' choice of 36 per cent of to© respondents- and toesecond choice for 30 per cent*

English was first choice for' k3 per cent

and second choice for 30 per cent*

In schools of enrollment groups A~A

m

fI
m®as&ms m j m m m a
m ^oomuat

%

1%A#
«P. $

lw*B$
Ho*

$

2#
Bio-. £

3#
Mo . $

3

n

2

#

0

0$

1 11$

0 #

Journalism is concerned
with the writing and
editing of news for news
papers and
3

1

1

1

1 11.

1 11

0 0

2

9

3 33

1 11

1 25

Journalism, is concerned
with the writing and
editing of news,
■advertising, and
propaganda through any
medium of mass
communication
31 TO

IT IT

5 36

6- 6?

3 75

totals'

22 10#

9 10#

9 100$

km$

fosslhl© Choices

Journalism is concerned
with the writing and
■editing of news for
newspapers-

fetal#
Ho%

Journalism is concerned
with the writing and
editing of news- for aewa*
papers, magazines, radio,,
television, and newsreel f 16

M* 1001

lusher responding? Total-hli, 1411' (1000 or.more:8tMents )~22, 1*8
(600-999 students)*9, 2 (2%0*$99 students)*9, -and 3 (less, than, 250
students }-iu

tm m vii
pfmisgs moHiia m m M m s
of m s p m m m

i

First Choice

1*4$
lo. I

Bo. %

m
Bo* |

i

total*
BO. *

i

22*

Journalism

U

9

m

u m

t

English

If

9 %i

3 33

6 ‘6?

t

1

5

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

9

0

0

1 31

1

25

Other

k f
k 9

1

§

2 22

0

1

25

totals

hk 1 0 W

22

low

9 %<m

b

DO*

1

English related
(speech or drama)
Social Studies Course

1

9

100$

0

i O??
i “25

Second Choice
Journalism

13 30 *

-English

13 30

English related
(speech -or drama)
Social. Studies Course
Other
Bo second choice
totals

5 11
6 lb
b
9
3 ?
bb 1 0 W

f 3S*
5 23

m$
k kg

33*
a m

a:' s o

3 lb

I

11

i XL

0

0

h

,10

0

0

f m

0

0

i

S

2 22

0

0

1

IS

2

9

0

-0

1 n

0

0

9

100*

tt mrn

2

3

9 1 0 W i u m%

dumber responding*- total lib, 1*4 (1000 or more students)-22* 1*B
(600*999 students)-9, 2 (250-599 students}-!?, and 1 (leas than ISO

students)4u
//Sounded to equal 100%.

.and 1-B, the combined .first choice journalism percentage mas k2 per cent*
The combined groups 2 and 3 first -choice percentage for journalism m s
only 23 per' cent.
Item fern hist the courses in journalism and related subjects that
you took H

college, the object of this Item, mm to debermln# the mmsfo

of professional journalism training respondents had. received in college*
the item was worded, in this manner so that- unrelated or distantly .related
courses could, be excluded in compiling data.
It m$ found that 25 per cent of the respondents had no- journalism
courses m the college level* fhirty-nine- per cent had had seme training,
but it had amounted to two semester^ or less. Sixteen per cent had acre
than two semesters but less than a major* Twenty per cent had. a degree
or major in journalism*
As will be noted in fable 'fill., 16 per- cent in enrollment groups
1*4 and V 8 combined hud had no courses, while 16 per cent in groups
2 .and 3 had received no formal training.

-This trend is reflected when

'we examine those possessing.majors and degrees. In the 1-A and 1-B
schools a combined 26 per cent had journalism degrees or majorat* while
i

8 per cent possessed such training among journalism, teachers reporting
from the smaller schools*
Item Eleveni Hew many month©- or years have you, wodced
professionally
for mass communication
medial' Teachers were asked to
at * * . . * . * * * * * ,
»iW «ni»iii>'iwfrrfo*.mi■■■<trwrti11*~
.nrm‘
C*i >nr.«i.nuww*wMirtu
m

exclude work on .scholastic publications unless they were paid more than
a token ©alary, teaching journalism was not included either-.
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fABM fill
m u m

m m m ® m j m m m m mcmis mspmmm
totals
Ho* %

i *a »
Ho. *

1-Be
So. %

2«
Ho. *

3#
Ho. *

Ho college journalism
trailing

11

25*

1» 18*

1 11*

3 33*

3 1%

Two semester# or less

1?

39

? 32

6 6?

3 33

1 25

More than two semesters
but leas than a major

f

16

4 18

1 11

S 02

0

0

■A degree m major In
journalism

■9 fo

32

1 11

1 11

0

0

9 loo*

9 100*

It 100?

totals

kk im

?

08 100*

dumber resp&idlng*
1-A (1000 or more students)*22, 1-B
(600*999 students)-#* $ (2$0*$99 students)-^, m d 3 (lees than 2jQ
students )4*»
#Ssusdsd to equal 100#
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Forty-three per cent had had some professional mass media
In

groups 1*4 and M

the combined total of media-experienced

teachers reporting wms &8 per cent, while this figure fell to 31 per cent
for groups 2 and 3* Bata la presented in fable XX.
Item twelves thinking ■nnot
only
of .your Journalism
students,^ ■.hut
mfrHUgfeiir* -ifrii’
iiiwywfeii
i
.
'
itrj.mti*W■i
'
^ig o n ~ mH'.nwnfti

•WmiwigMnfri** ■

b

of all -students yon teach, list In descending order of preference the
three career choices yon would most like to see them make» Thirty-three
of

hk respondeat© completed this question,, moat of the others saying

■they did not feel they should make career1choices for their students.
Of those who responded, l*i per cent named Journalism as the first
choice of career for their students* There was & difference between
small &ad large- schools., as will be seen in fable X. Teachers la groups
1*4 -and 1*8 combined picked Journalism as first choice *>? per cent- of
the time, while only 2? per cent of their colleagues in smaller schools
made Journalism their first choice*
Items Thirteen and fourteen* Respouses to items Thirteen and
Fourteen, concerning laboratory work, were -not found relevant, to the
hypothesis.

i s * nmmm m m wmk mmtm m mmnm®
Question$ Jo you feel instruction in the preparation of material
for use .in radio,, television, or"spMoh ^pictures has a place in your
journalism program? Responses to this question, were so varied that

3h

TABLE H

F s e n i s m A i m mk

or

fl/QDRJ BEBPOSBIIS

i-B*
Wq * %

2#

Ho.* $

as 57#

11 50#

5 56#

3 56$

I*

One--year of experience
or less

9 20

3’ Hi.

3 33

3 33

*0

0

More than one year but
less than £lv&

6 1L

5 23

1 11

0

0

0

0

Five years or more

k 9

3 12*

0

1 11

0

0

Uh 100#

22 icvm

9 XX&

k 1001

Total

Ho*
.Ho professional
experience

Totals

%

0

9 1001

3^
Mo* |

^uiaber responding* total^LL, 1-A {1000 or-more students )-*22, 1~B
(600-9^ students)^, 2 {20«*999 students)-9, and 3 (Less than 230
students Mi*.
fEounded; to ecpaliXOQ^
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TABES t
choicss m n ale
joorvausk m t m ^ s

total.*
Ho. %

Journalism, first choice M

1-A*
So* 1

m

I-B*
Ho. %

t*
Ho* $

3*
1Jo. $

0

0

67$

Journalism, Second
choice

2

Journalism, neither first
or second choice

0

I 33

total making choices

^snrollmsrti .groupings Of schools
%m& 1000 or more students
1*1 600-999 students
i 250*599 students
3 less than t$0 students
Hounded to equal 100f

0

0

0

3 75

little statistical data could he assembled#

Sixty-seven per cent felt,

usually with reservations, that such instruction had a place in their
programs. Affirmative frequency for enrollment groups 1-A and 1-B
combined was 75 per cents

tor smaller schools the combined frequency

was 50 per cent. The small size of the sample should be borne in mind,
however*
The following is a summary of the more enlightening comments from
respondentsi
1. A teacher in a Group 1-A suburban school felt such instruction
would best be placed in a specialised performing arts hi# school in a
large city.
2*. Another Group 1-A teacher felt its place was in speech or drama
classes.
3* A teacher in a Group 2 school felt it should be included only
if someone were qualified to teach it.
!i* Another Group

2 teacher remarked that

a group

ofstudents in

her school was-producing

a regular radio program, but she couldn’t see any

need for it as a part of

her class and would not

include

iteven if more

time or facilities were,available.
The most interesting program found by the researcher was the.,.plan
employed by William Fleming High School in Roanoke, Using a semester
system, students are required to complete four semesters of English during
their junior and senior years*
speech are required*

Courses in literature, composition, and

Hie fourth semester is ah elective, and among the

choices are'a course titled journalism and a course titled comparative

31

the journalism o o & m concerns itself with the print
media and, prepares -students for work on the school newspaper staff* 'the
eomparatlhre communications coarse broader surveys Hie -mass coMminicatioh
fiald* the students may take either of these elective courses whenever
the course can. be worked, into their' junior or senior schedules*
An additional course specialising' in. .newspaper production and
■editing techniques is being initiated to- concentrate on the school
newspaper*
Fleming is a split*ievelf campusesSyle suburban, school*

ft has

approximately 1000 students*
the researcher could find no -other program among the many
Interview.'-.and- questionnaire responses that appeared .to be w

m

the one at this loanoke .school*

comprehensive

SUIMAH? AHD

It should n m be possible to summaris© the findings of this study
and m m - on to conclusions regarding high school journalism in -Virginia,
particularly as It pertains to instruction in the newer mass
communication media..

i..

s m m m

-or ranDX-mss

(1) Relevant writings by educators and journalists since the late
19£0fa were found to be substantially in agreement In calling for
expansion of' high school journalism instruction to- include the newer
forms of Hie mass media.
{1} Hejor findings relevant to the hypothesis warm
a* 411 of the respondents indicated that their journalism
course ie designed primarily m a means- of producing a school- publication
and, in conjunction with this, as a means of teaching concise English
composition*
fo* Seventy per cent of the respondents chose the broadest
concept of journalism offered In the- schedule or questionnaire?
'
“Journalism is concerned with the writing and editing of news, advertising,

and propaganda through any medium of mass communication*-** However, only
twenty-seven per cent mentioned- that- they include any material dealing
with the newer media in the courses that they offer*

e* there was- a $llght tendency among teachers in larger schools
(600 or more enrollment) to include material dealing, with the newer media,
than for teachers in smaller schools (less than 600 enrollment) to
include such material..
d. Contrasted with teachers in smaller schools, respondents in
larger schools tended, with greater frequency, (1) to cite journalism as.
their favorite, teaching subject,. (2) to have more college journalism
training, (3) to have -had some experience working professionally in the
mass media, 'and (k) when considering the students in all of the. subjects'
that they teach, to cite journalism as the career choice they would stoat
like to see their -students make*
e. Among interview respondents in schools not..,now including
instruction in the newer media, teachers in larger -schools tended to- foe
more agreeable to the suggestion of adding such instruction to their
programs than did their smaller school colleagues.
f. Seventeen per cent of the respondents volunteered the
information that they feel handicapped by lack of a more ‘
recent or-more
substantial _textbook*

This information was not requested -on either the

questionnaire o# the schedule.
ii. ecN&tt&sgrs
Ifee researcher’s conclusions would tend to fall into- five areas.
(I)

The review of literature bears out Hie basic assumption in

this study - that- available writings in the field of journalism education.

in recent years, substantially have advocated the expansion of high
school journalism course material to include the electronic and film
media, referred to in this, presentation as the “newer media.**
(2)

the basic orientation of respondents toward the production

of a school publication and the teaching of concise English composition
supports the hypothesis* A. question which might be asked at this point
is, does the mentioning of a composition function by m many teachers
really imply a deep concern with this function, or is it subconsciously
a, means for the teacher or school administration to justify giving a
Carnegie graduation credit for work m the newspaper staff? Hie
researcher’s reaction to the lack of interest shown in the academic side
of journalism by many teachers would lead, hi® reluctantly to conclude
that the latter motive may underlie many Virginia programs*
Another point which concerns ■the researcher is the scarcity of
teachers who saw any real function for journalism classes other than the
two of producing a publication, and writing concisely* Disappointingly
few respondents mentioned any role 'feat their class plays in acquainting
their students 'wife fee role of the mass media in society and how fee
press can bend and shape their opinions* While relating indirectly bo
this study, this .area seems prime 'territory for extensive educational
research in Itself*
(I)

the number of respondents indicating fee inclusion of fee

newer media in their- programs was so small feat, fee hypothesis is
substantially .supported*

lilt

fh© fact that only approximately om-fourth of the teachers
responding, mentioned the newer media in their course outlines Is in sharp
contrast to the finding that the vast majority of them chose a very broad
definition of journalism that included the newer media* The reaction
among those interviewed was helpful cm this point.*- While granting
readily that journalism, is m m h more than a school newspaper, or any
newspaper for- that matter, many of ■them began to hedge a hit when
confronted with the notion that the newer media should have a place in
their classes*

Excuses ranged from u%'*m not-prepared to teach it8

through ?tI don’t have time enough to teach what I ’m teaching now1* to W &
don’t have the proper sort, of students for that type of thing*” The
resistance to change was quite apparent in case.,after ease*

To conceive

of journalism as a broad, important field in the outside world is one
thing* Apparently, for many teachers, the thought #f changing one’t
course of study to bring this broad conception within the high school
walls is more- than the teacher is prepared to face.

(k) journalism teachers in larger Virginia schools are mam
interested in journalism, better prepared personally to teach it, m d are
more aware of recent .developments in journalism*. This may account for the
tendency of -larger schools to include the newer media In. their program#
with greater frequency.

Several items on -the instrument of this survey

revealed that in larger schools teachers of journalism tend to b© moreinvolved in their subject and less concerned with English m d some other
areas of study, the researcher1s experience lead© him to conclude that
several factors, may be at work her®, journalism is at best a small Item

in the curriculum of a high school#

It is invariably an elective course

involving a tiny pere-enbag© of" the student bo-dyi Hence* only a large
school can afford to engage a specialist in the field* A small school is
not likely to have enough journalism students to Justify a program of
large enough acope to keep a Journalism-oriented teacher interested in
his work*

In.small schools the journalism teacher frequently la an

.English or social studies teacher who- -can work the journalism course into
one slot of his teaching day* Many such teachers, resent- the journalism
assignment as extra work and an unwelcome- intrusion upon their primary
’beaching interest# It is not too surprising that such teachers are found
to be reluctant to incorporate new ideas into 'their journalism classes#
($) The typical high school journalism class in Virginia has
changed little from the- image of high school journalism held by writers
in the field twenty-five or mere years ago* From his review of
literature* the researcher soon -discovered that Spears and lawshe’s
High School Journalism was considered the type of text most suitable for
journalism when it was published in 1939* tn fact* it was difficult to
any evidence of writer© prior to the late 1950*0 feeling that
high school journalism should, be. more than a mein©: of producing a school
paper,- with a few watered-down analogies to the commercial press thrown
In as some -sort of academic justification for the schedule time being
used* The fact that the Spears- and Lawshe text is still fey far the most
widely used text in Virginia, high -school journalism classes would seem to
reflect the sever©lylimited practice of the subject still prevalent a$e&g

U3

the majority of high school journalism teachers in the state*
Having'hem able to- observe only two journalism classes in session
during this study, it would be unfair for the researcher to draw
conclusions about classroom procedure* The two classes observed were in
striking contrast*

One,- in a suburban Richmond school, was'part of a

unique program that substitutes journalism for the junior year of English*
Students electing to take journalism are placed In a full year class that
encompasses all.of the basics of junior English and attempts to relate its
composition instruction to journalistic writing*

The researcher could not'

-detect- where this- class differed materially from any oilier English class*
In fact, his reaction was that, it was rather formalistic*
The other observation was in a large northern Virginia school*
There the primary aim

Seemed

to fee getting the school paper to press.

Students worked diligently m individuals -or in groups, each attending
to his particular staff duties. The teacher hopped about from place to
place advising -and -attempting to coordinate the various activities. This
Informal approach is the one the researcher has most often encountered in
his contacts with Virginia high school journalism programs* The researcher
would prefer not to draw conclusions as to the relative merits of a tightly
disciplined classroom versus an informal laboratory approach for
journalism*

m m m vx

mmomms m mmm mmmm
How that the formal presentation of this study is complete.,: the
researcher will assume that journalism has values for the high school
student that would merit its inclusion in the curriculum. While he
makes no attempt to demonstrate here the existence of sock inherent
values,: he will proceed on this assumption to comment on what the findings
of this -study may i»ply m d to suggest areas of .further re-search.
It would seem, apparent that the high school journalism instructor.
would fee hard pressed to Ignore the call, for a more up-to-date approach
to offerings in his course*

Certainly, the weight, of opinion favoring,

an expansion in -outlook Is tremendous, if we judge fey What is feeing
written in. pmi^ssiensl journals. Still, |t is a long way between
.advocacy in professional writing and actual classroom practice*

There

is evidently a .gap to. fee clend between what th# textbook publishers ar#
producing and what would fee,heeded to teach,a well-rounded high school
communication course* There .may also fee a major gap. between the ideal as
presented by professional writers and the level of teaching preparation
and interest in change on the part of high school journalism teachers*
Whatever the situation may fee on the- classroom level,- there is one thing
of which we may fee reasonably certain; the impact of 'the mass media on the
public is not likely to lessen in intensity, and the challenge- that hasbeen placed before secondary journalism educators will not fade away of

h$
its m m accord#
With' the paucity of research that has been dost# In this area,, the
prospective investigator was faced more wi.m the preblem of deciding
where to begin than with lack of' uufnrrowed ground* Among the many
questions that need to- he answered are these?
Is there a tendency toward an increase m a decrease in the
percentage of schools in Virginia and other state# offering journalism
instruction? The researcher became concerned' at the number of schools
that indicated they had dropped journalism during the year that elapsed
batmen the preparation of the Virginia Department *s list of schools
■offering journalism and the time, when this surrey w m conducted# Hare,
other Virginia schools added ihp - m m m -and thereby filled these gaps!
limb actual m r t tcdur changes "hav# occurred in joarnalisM during
the past twenty-fire yearsf
Is- instruction in evaluation,of sms#' Media .and -recognition of
propaganda, being taught in hi# schools n m in courses other than,
journalism! If so, in what courses!
Is mass media instruction of real value to all-hi# school students!
If it la to be offered, to large numbers of students, is mass media
instruction best taught through a complete course designed for this'
purpose or trough a unit in an

English or civics

class!

What background should a teacher have to be qualified to teach
mass coiMnioatimt
Would the best instructional arrangement- be a basic survey course

to 'be offered to all student©, with

fm

m

advanced course provided for those

who wish to learn ©ImpX# journalism beohfilqnest
Bow much of the demand, for change# In h i # school journalism ha#
N

been brought on by similar changes in recent years.in journalism on the
college level, and what influence may the colleges, he expected to have
on secondary school journalism programs in the- years ahead?
Does high school journalism have an obligation to acquaint
students with the role of the mass media in society? X© it enough to
teach the mechanics of communication, or should teacher© go a- step
farther and teach the effect communication c m have on public opinion,

\
democracy, m d life .in- .general?
It is hoped that these and other questions will'soon bo ..answered
through valid investigation#
Many of the teachers of journaliam in Virginia’s larger hi#
schools have sufficient ability and interest to offer, more modem, more
comprehensive, -and more valuable journalism course#* they are handicapped
by too little class time and preparation time* Most of the materials
-available to them are hopelessly outmoded, lesearch aimed at
modernisation of textbooks and other teaching materials is of paramount
'importance*
In the smaller schools, more teacher interest and better teacher
preparation are needed before more up-to-date materials will be much help*
The researcher can sympathize with the administration of a ©mall school
trying to offer journalism to -a handful of students*

If the school

m
could, afford to engage a teacher fully trained and experienced in
journalism,. it. is doubtful that there wold he more than, om class of
Journalism students to he. taught*

The remainder of the- day the teacher

would hare to teach other subjects in which tie might hare little or' no
interest and in. which his students, would suffer*

Perhaps, for the small

'school, the answer lies in somehow making Journalism more of

a

challenge

to teachers who teach Journalism only as- a side interest*
A system which is being tried in some schools may be of interest
to firginia schools of medium and large nim*

The .school hires a full

tint© person,. usually a degree-bearing jonrimlisrl, who devotes himself to
the- Job of being a director' of publications* He teaches Journalism and
any closely related coursesf he acts as advisor to all. school
publications! he serves as public relations director of the school and
produces p m m releases and perhaps a newsletter for patrons and the
cc«minlty»at*large* A school does not hair# to be very large be keep
such a person busy all day and yet net saddle him with teaching a course
in English, literature*
Disappointingly few teachers responding to this survey Indicated
regular contacts with the commercial media in their region*. Hot all of
the iasularlsm. of high school Journalism c m be blamed on the teachers

and school administrator*

Many media people are heard to bemoan the

discouraging trickle of young people choosing journalism as a profession*
let, many of .these same people probably could not answer whether or not
the high schools in their- area offer journalism. One point upon which

m m % joormliiia teachers, journallots, and this resesreher would seem to
ugrtof high school jcmrmliaw cannot teach all of the skills .and the
broad background in the social sciences needed for a person to become
a professional journalist* This is the province of the collegiate
school of journalism* At the smm time, there are few who would disagree
that a weii*c0i«tuet#€ high school journalisa class can encourage many
fmmg people to point toward a. college jou^jalism degree*. If ’
the high
school journalism teacher will not take the Initiative -and broaden and 3
strengthen his course offerings, then the news madia smst, as did
Mohammed, go to the. mountain, -bearing alms for high school journalism*
In the. preparation of teaching materials alone,, the commercial media
have barely scratched the surface*
the small community newspapers and. radio outlets In Virginia are
in a particularly good position to aid high school Journalism*

fhey

enjoy close personal contacts- with the small t o m and rural schools*
they c m encourage local schools to. broaden their programs or to add
journaiitm %f not now offered*

fhe local editor or radio station -manager

might -be able to spare an hour or so a day to teach the local journalism
-class .and might make a far more effective teacher than, the frustrated,
uninterested English or history teacher attempting to conduct the court#
new*

It might be -pertinent to note at this point that few small schools
In Virginia offer journalism, compared to larger institutions*

In

preparing his survey list and stratifying it, the researcher found that
If per cent of the public senior high schools in Virginia offer-

h9
Journalism, However,. 6? per cent of Group 1*A schools is the state offer
1
the subject, while only 6 per cent of Group B schools have the course*
Vtiatever means is used to strengthen journalism In Virginia'*© high,
schools, it should be-borne in mind that the .mass media are in themselves
strong organs of public education, though not directed by a board of
education* nevertheless they are likely to occupy as much of more of the
student’s time as-.-the high school*

One hour each day for all high school

students might be well spent in learning how to cope with, this vasteducational' influence*

this researcher has serious doubts that a scant

few students in -a sparse number of high school© spending this daily hour
producing a school newspaper for the amusement and. ego satisfaction of
their peers* parents,, -and teachers represent©, a- fulfillment of this need*

^Compiled from Virginia Department of Public Instruction Publications.
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Educators wishing to- consider designing a comprehensive high
school course in- mass communication may find the following materials
helpful-.

'There are several other items available, but these chosen

few appeared 'to the investigator to be outstanding examples of their
type*
The I960 edition of The.fear Book of gducation is devoted entirely
to articles dealing with the- m e s 'media and their relationship to the
school.

'This should make good background reading.*^

Erik Barnouwfs book, Mass Commication. is'avery, usable' high
school text*

It explains 'the history, function, .and underlying

psychology of communication of each of the media through simple
2
terminology and ample illustrations* this book is particularly good
when used as a companion to Millar1s' Modern journalism or some other
text of high school journalistic technique.

%

Is the March 1955 issue- of the English journal* 11chard Br&ddoek
lists nineteen films useful in teaching mss communication.

Included

George Z.F. Bereday and Joseph A. lauwerys (eds.) Communication
.Medla and the School, The^feerlBock of Education * I960
^Erik Barnouw, Mass Communication (Mew fork? Bineh&rt and Company,
Inc., 1956).
^Garl G. 'Miller, Modern, journalism (Mew fork# Soil, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1962,. revr'eSri.-^™*"1” *’

is collet# information -as to availibiiity and booking 8qu #q$s * This list
Is somewhat isted but may be of some help#^

^Richard Braddock,
journal, -Ui*156*S, March- 1955*

for Teaching Mass Ooimmmications,11 English
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c m or to Refisumnt}

(X) la jour opinion, why does jour school off«r Journalism? If possible,
list several purposes.'
(2) list jour objectives for the course or courses in journalism you are
teaching this year. Include hoped for changes in student skills or
attitudes*
(!) List the major areas of journalism instruction you have taught or
plan to teach this' year.. After each, estimate the percentage of the
.school year’s instructional time you will spend or have spent on that'
’particular topic* (Examples if one of your topics were ^writing fiet#a
stories” and you taught this for four weeks, the approximate
percentage of the school year would be 10 per cent.)
(k)

If you were free of time, space, material, and scheduling limitations,
what changes would, you make in journalism course or courses you are
teaching?

(5) In your own words, define f,joumalismi9
(6) Miat subject' do you,or would you, most like to teach?
(?) M m many .credit hours of journalism instruction # 4 you take in college?
(8)' How many men,the or years have you worked professionally for mass
communication medial So not include work on staffs of school or
college publications or broadcasting outlets unless you held a paying
position with more than a token salary*
(9) thinking now not only of" your journalism students, but- of all
students you teach, list, in. order of your- preference', the three
career choices you would most like to sea thea make*
(10) In your1journalism course or courses, what percentage of' class time
is devoted to laboratory activities,- such as producing a school paper?
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IlfSE?W # &8BE3M3S ? basically the same as tbs fueaticjmaire
Questionnaire and schedule would include extra spacing between questions
to allow r m m for answers.
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QUSSfBMAIli m n S0BOTIS (Mfetr A*f£am&t)
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school, ^obsvalxsm xh tooihia?

Curriculum planners and textbook publishers nee# to know, j As a
journalism teacher, you o m help by taking a few minutes now to complete
this questionnaire*' fleas© make your -answers m specifis as- possible*^
this is one- phase of a study feeing conducted fey Paul F* Bale,
a graduate student in education at the College of William and Mary* 'If
you complete the qutstioimaire you will be mailed an abstract of the
stuffy* Since you are in dsy-ie^day contact with journalism students and
you are interested in tfee progress of jeuimilfm education, jour
assistance is vital to the success of this project* fhank you for your’
cooperation*- Inclosed, you will find m addressed, ^stamped envelope*
faul F* male
llQit Milbur Ave,
Chesapeake, fa*
1.

In your opinion*. Why does your school offer journalism?

2* X4st your objectives for the course or courses in journalism you are
teaching this year* Include hoped for changes in student skills and
attitudes*
3* At your school*, is journalism 'Offered S&r a full year credit or a half
year -credit?
i

h* List the major areas of journalism instruction you have taught or plan
to'teach- this year. After each enter the approximate ttaber of elasi
days you will spend or have spent fen that particular topic.
3* .If you us© a printed course of study or course outline for journalism,
other than textbooks* please enclose a copy*. It will fed-returned if
you request*
6*

Give title and author of textbook or textbooks you. use; in your
journalism courses*

7.

If you were free of time, space, material,, and. scheduling limitations,
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If answer to Jo* 13 If
what 1# the approximate percentage of
class time, viewed over the entire length of the coarse, devoted to
laboratory activities•

Please answer all questions*
need nor# apse##

the backs of the pages if f m

thanks again for year assist^###
# I » #
m m m i m

fke

Interview Schedule m m identical to the

above ^eitiomsalr#' m m p b for the addition. :-of the following question at
the end i
So yon feel instruction In the preparation of material for
nee in radio, television, or motion pictures ha#' a place in your
.Journalism prep*aia?

Additional space for responses was allowed between each item in the
instruments# ■
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to jmiicims

(Researcher1n address)
(Bate)

Principal (name. If know*}
(lame of school)
flddress of school)
(Salutation)?
Mutators throughout firginia and the thatbed States hair© 'undertaken- much
research treating many phases of the high -.school curriculum* Journalism,
thou#?, seems to have been neglected* What is the status of high school
journalism in Virginia? this Is a question which must be -answered before
curriculum planners can suggest changes, if changes are needed-,
I am attempting to- determine the status of Journalism in our -state as -a
part of j?y thesis program at the College of William and Mary, Would you
please pass the enclosed questionnaire along to your Journalism teaeheft
The completed study will .be made available to professional journals in
education and journalism, and; an abstract will be sent*to your school.
Many thanks- for your- cooperation.
(Closing)
{Researcher1# signature)

-mnmxx i

HSftiiBER c m ®

mn m m

journalism- teachers who had not returned their questionnaires -in
reasonable amount of time were mailed a postal card bearing this text;
(Bate)
Help! four reactions are needed for the Virginia journalism
Survey* If you have not completed the survey form 1 maileo
t# your principal recently, please do so. Many thanks,
(Researcher's signature)
{Researcher*# address)

Awmmz w
m m w m s m m r m wm m m m m
(Researcher's address)
(Bate)
Journalism Tnac&er (nwm$ M k m m )
(Mmm

of eeboiX)

.(Mdros# of teheel)
(S&ut&tlon)?
M February X mnt you a questionnaire for- a survey ©f jemfnalism in
Virginia* ^Perhaps you already 'Rave completed this few* 1 trmiXi
like to- talk with you on the subject in. p*#ator depth* X will be- it*
th« vicinity of your school Monday, Hard?
an# would like to- step
fey to talk with you a few minutes about 9 a*m.
Many thanks for your cooperation. If X.do '*wt,:haar.-fi?^ you, I shall
look forward to meting you March %
(Closing)
(Researcherfs sigaatura)

